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 Proponent  Sociality

 prioritize social equality and social justice

 solve the problem based on social request

 social advocacy and social awareness 
 stimulates the participatory action and 
 social reflection which can drive the 
 production of solution

 Opponent  Practicalness

 pragmatism

 prioritize the realizable solution and 
 technique

 believe that after solving the problem, the 
 social consciousness will be naturally 
 formed.

 The controversy occurred when 
 Greta's action influenced the 
 world

 Greta's blind spots

 Social demands and propositions differ, 
 due to countries' different development 
 levels. 

 Developed Countries  Greta is living in Northern Europe

 Countries the closer to the polar region, 
 the more sensitive to the climate change

 Nordic countries
 waste sorting and recycling

 changed energy structure to get rid of 
 using traditional energy

 It is far not enough for the problem 
 because many other countries are not or 

 slowly changing.

 most people have the awareness of 
 environmental protection

 No severe social fragmentation

 high welfare

 small difference between social classes

 the middle class is the mainstay

 high average education level 

 social conflicts are not as acute as some 
 other countries or regions

 not troubled by food or clothing, has 
 higher demands

 Small population is easier to reach the 
 consensus

 The way of Nordic countries treating this 
 problem is hard to be applicable in any 

 populous country

 even in developed countries like the 
 United States

 population and sophisticated problems of 
 social fragmentation will disturb 

 Least developed countries and 
 developing countries

 2009's UN Climate Change Conference  the representative of G77, Lumumba Di-
 Aping

 the 2 Celsius degree target is certain death 
 for Africa

 Agriculture

 The food production has been decreasing 

 Most populations in the Africa and India 
 nowadays are still troubled by 
 malnutrition. 

 Agriculture takes nearly 40% of land over 
 the world and 70% of water usage.

  35% of greenhouse gases are produced in 
 the process.

 IPCC‘s land report in 2019 shows that in 
 the future 20 to 30 years, the global food 
 production will be threatened severely. 

 Soil Problem

 Causes  Human Activities

 Old Time  nutrients were returned to the soil in the 
 form of organic waste

 Modern farming

 nitrogen fertilisation
 synthetic nitrogen   using natural gas or coal

 a major source of greenhouse gases

 diesel-powered machinery  deforestation   the biggest source of agriculture-related 
 CO₂ emissions

 made the human population boom 
 possible

 human over-exploitation

 Irrigation   turned soils saline and toxic to crops

 increasing temperatures and droughts  desertification 

 Soil degradation and  pollution

 Intensive farming leads to soil degradation 
 and exhaustion

 Soil is being lost up to 100 times faster 
 than it is formed

 Besides the food production, the bigger 
 problem is the uneven food distribution 
 in worldwide. 

 Energy

 New (alternative) energy usually has higher 
 construction cost

 If the department can not afford it, then 
 it pressure would transfer to the people, 
 especially the poorer populations.

 have not obtained stable supply of the 
 traditional energy yet. It is too early to talk 
 new energy for them.

 the complex connection of energy and 
 environment with different social groups

 it's a topic that too broad to discuss 
 because it is influencing everyone in the 
 world 

 the priority of this topic differs in 
 different people's minds, even if 
 everyone agrees the importance of it.

 we cannot predict the impact of energy 
 revolution yet  whether

 influence the gender equality

 aggravate the economic inequality and 
 gap of urban-rural development

 deepen the fragmentation of different 
 social classes 

 aggravate the disparity between rich and 
 poor countries

 applicable in all cities and provinces

 the business world will hold supportive 
 attitude to it

 How does the change influence the profit 
 of different types of people?

 Politicians

 Businessmen

 etc.

 It is actually the revolution of 
 energy and material beneath 
 the title of environmental 
 protection and emission 
 reduction

 Energy

 The energy structure demands an urgent 
 adjustment

 The start point of it is profiting from the Oil 
 Crisis in the 1970s.

 The rapid progress of new energy after 
 that usually occur when the oil price 
 soared

 Economy and Policy

 If they could not give enough support to 
 the development of new energy, the 
 funding will be more limited and harder to 
 conquer the technical difficulties.

 economy orientation of energy

 policy of energy

 plan of sustainable development of energy

 Technique  80% of global energy supply is relying on 
 the traditional fossil fuel

 The key point is to realise the technical 
 breakthrough

 let the cost of exploitation and 
 application of new energy be equal to or 
 less than the traditional energy

 Material

 Plastic products, synthetic rubber, clothes, 
 glasses, asphalt that we are using in daily 
 life, are all coming from the cracking of 
 crude oil

 The problem of material revolution may 
 still exist even if humankind has adjusted 
 the energy structure

 The conflicts between new 
 energy development and 
 environmental protection

 the concepts of Renewable Energy and 
 New Energy are different 

 New Energy  Nuclear Energy

 Disadvantages

 Unrenewable

 Danger of its radiation

 The problem of exploitation of uranium

 The problem of storing and controlling the 
 radioactive waste

 Site selection and land problem  Comprehensive consideration

 NIMBY problem

 Renewable Energy  Small problems

 the pollution of solar panels 

 pollution in the production

 etc.

 The complication of the 
 political meaning behind Greta'
 s social image

 Speech in the 
 UN

 all you can talk about is money 
 and fairy tales of eternal 
 economic growth

 Greta Thunberg is wrong: 
 economic growth is friend to 
 the environment, not foe

 JEREMY WARNER

 Attitude to Greta Thunberg

 Worrying & Despising
 a warning of allowing environmental 
 policy to be dictated by the entitlement of 
 a child

 audience like members of a religious cult 
 seemed in awe of her every word

 Her demands are fairy tales

 people will willingly coalesce around the 
 top down repression of advanced 
 economy lifestyles

 Demonisation of economic growth

 new left’s intellectual mindset

 "This holds that it is the obsessive 
 pursuit of GDP growth itself, and the 
 mass consumerism it has given rise to, 
 which is the chief cause of all our 
 troubles, from climate change to 
 inequality and stagnant productivity."

 Degrowth

 Yes, when there is a recession, emissions 
 tend to go down

 Will be with the country forever

 About climate change  Technology, Innovation and Solutions  cannot be done without economic growth

 Opinion about Economic Growth

 Firmly believes economic growth is positive

 "without economic growth, there is 
 absolutely no prospect of the global 
 solutions to climate change that are so 
 urgently needed."

 Politics

 Labour

 centrally-imposed statist approach 中央集
 权主义方法

 Labour has allied climate change to anti-
 capitalistic agenda

 Conservatives  market-driven solutions

 political intention behind
 "Many left-leaning green campaigners 
 want to use climate change to drive a 
 much wider political agenda"

 scourge of capitalist economics, social 
 inequality

 The way to change in the UK  Structural adjustment improves the 
 productivity

 manufacturing sector is strong

 services and household consumption  the dominant part is relatively not

 Decoupling debunked: Why 
 green growth is not enough

 Parrique T., Barth J., Briens F., C. Kerschner, 
 Kraus-Polk A., Kuokkanen A., Spangenberg 
 J.H.

 ‘green growth’  decouple economic growth from 
 environmental harm

 have not succeeded and are unlikely to 
 succeed in their aim

  economic growth  leading measure of changes in prosperity 
 and wellbeing

 Is it possible to enjoy both economic 
 growth and environmental 
 sustainability? 

 There are at least seven reasons to be 
 sceptical about the occurrence of 
 sufficient decoupling in the future. 

 Rising energy expenditures  1. cheaper options are generally used first  2. becoming a more resource- and energy-
 intensive process

 3. rising total environmental degradation 
 per unit of resource extracted

 Rebound effects  Efficiency improvements  partly or totally compensated by a 
 reallocation of saved resources and money

 to more of the same consumption

  to other impactful consumptions

 generate structural changes in the 
 economy that induce higher consumption

 Problem shifting
 Technological solutions to one 
 environmental problem can create new 
 ones and/or exacerbate others

 The underestimated impact of services  The service economy can only exist on top 
 of the material economy, not instead of it.  often add footprint to goods

 Limited potential of recycling

 Recycling rates  currently low and only slowly increasing

 Recycling process  requires a significant amount of energy 
 and virgin raw materials

 Recycling benefit  limited ability of providing resources for an 
 expanding material economy

 Insufficient and inappropriate 
 technological change  Technological progress

 not targeting the factors of production 
 that matter for ecological sustainability

 not leading to the type of innovations that 
 reduce environmental pressures

 fails to displace other undesirable 
 technologies

 not in itself fast enough to enable a 
 sufficient decoupling

 Cost shifting  only apparent decoupling

 an externalisation of environmental 
 impact from high-consumption to low-
 consumption countries enabled by 
 international trade

 What is decoupling

 Coupling  one variable is driven by the other, making 
 them evolve in proportion

 Decoupling  a desynchronization between the two 
 variables tends  can be characterised in different ways

 Relative (weak) decoupling

 both variables still develop into the same 
 direction 

 not at the same speed

 Absolute (strong) decoupling  two variables go in opposite directions   it is observed only during

 rather short periods of time

 concerning only certain resources or forms 
 of impact

 for specific locations

 with very small rates of mitigation

 The driving variable  Gross Domestic Product

 a measure of the aggregate market value (
 annually)  change of that value  economic growth

 reflects a narrow, potentially 
 problematic, framing of prosperity

  The driven variable  Environmental pressures

 resource use

 Resource decoupling  a decoupling of market activity from the 
 volume of resource used

 “natural assets deliberately extracted and 
 modified by human activity for their utility 
 to create economic value” (UNEP, 2011b, 
 p. 2)

 materials

 biomass

 fossil energy carriers

 ores

  industrial minerals

 construction minerals

 energy

 water

 land

 different indicators

 production-based

 domestic extraction

 primary energy supply

 land occupation

 consumption-based

 material footprint

 energy footprint

 water footprint

 ecological footprint

 environmental impacts  Impact decoupling  a decoupling of GDP from environmental 
 impacts

 There is usually a link between resource 
 use and environmental impacts

 overall decoupling  including both resource use and 
 environmental impacts  all selected indicators

 partial decoupling  one or more indicator

 Scale
 Local decoupling  a restricted geographical perimeter

 global decoupling  planetary scale

 Durability

 continuous economic growth requires a 
 permanent absolute decoupling between 
 GDP and environmental pressures

 decoupling can be temporary   recouple later on  a further increase of environmental 
 pressures

 permanent decoupling

 temporary decoupling  a marginal effect on environmental 
 pressures

 Magnitude  Assessment of decoupling strategy
 in relation to specific environmental 
 targets, not in abstract decoupling 
 elasticities (literature)

 Sufficient decoupling

 Insufficient decoupling

 even the decrease of emissions achieved 
 in the most successful national cases of 
 absolute decoupling are far from being 
 sufficient to keep global warming from 
 passing a critical threshold.

 The preservation of non-renewable 
 resources is a matter of intra- and 
 intergenerational equity

 Equity in the allocation of decoupling 
 efforts

 concept of “Common But Differentiated 
 Responsibilities (CBDR) ”

 First agreed at the 1992 United Nations 
 Conference on Environment and 
 Development in Rio

 Decoupling  be sufficiently large in affluent countries  free the ecological space for production 
 and consumption in necessary regions

 If moving the “global poor” to an income 
 level of US$ 3-8 per day will by itself 
 consume 66% of the available 2°C 
 global carbon budget (Hubacek et al., 
 2017)

 the catching up of the rest of the world, 
 using current technology, would in itself 
 quadruple global emissions by 2050 (
 Fischer-Kowalski et al., 2011: 29)

 “safe operating space” (Steffen et al., 
 2015) may not be large enough for every 

 nation to peak in a logic of “grow now, 
 clean up later”

 e.g. China

 Solution

 rich countries  decoupling

 large enough 

 compensates for the increased ecological 
 footprint of poorer nations

 still managing to absolutely and 
 permanently decouple global economic 
 growth from environmental pressures

 fast enough  avoid overshooting safe environmental 
 thresholds

 an abstract objective of decoupling is 
 senseless if not connected to concrete 
 environmental targets

 this is a moral question, not technical

 Conclusions

 must be precise as to how they define the 
 term

 decoupling

 has been the main sustainability plan for 
 the OECD and the European Commission, 
 since 2001

 not an innovative strategy

 the continuation of what has been done in 
 the European Union in the last decades

 it is likely to be a long attempt and most 
 likely to fail in the end

 European politics lack of political creativity 
 and ambition

 takes consumption levels as granted

 hope that further economic growth will 
 provide the means to (over)compensate 
 its own environmental impacts

 requires only minimal changes in 
 economic and social structure

 policymaker have to acknowledge  addressing the climate and biodiversity 
 crises 

 a direct downscaling of economic 
 production and consumption in the 
 wealthiest countries

 The least impactful production and 
 consumption is the one that does not 
 occur.

 unidimensional emphasis on eco-
 efficiency is dominant

 palliative solutions, ignored common 
 sense solutions

 "what we need to decouple is not 
 economic growth from environmental 
 pressure but prosperity and the “good 
 life” from economic growth"

 what does economic growth means to 
 prosperity and good life?

 what is the "good life"?

 The Delusion and Danger of 
 Infinite Economic Growth

  CHRISTOPHER F. JONES

 Adam Smith, David Ricardo, and John 
 Stuart Mill shared a belief  limits lay in the natural world  growth was finite

  a limited supply of land

 all economic processes required at least 
 some products of the land as raw 
 materials

 the productivity of the land was subject 
 to the law of diminishing marginal 
 returns

 each additional bit of labor and capital 
 added to a plot of land will offer less and 
 less benefit until no more gains are 
 possible

 the middle of the nineteenth century
 leading economists recognized the 
 interdependence of natural and economic 
 systems

 World War II  Calculations of Gross National Product (
 GNP)

 Fueled by international competition

 robust economic expansion in many 
 nations

 economic growth
 become the catchword in economics 
 departments and government 
 bureaucracies

 1956  Solow–Swan model

 blind spot  climate change

 Misinterpretation
 Robert Solow and other economists 
 focused exclusively on inputs to the 
 production process

 did not consider outputs  waste and pollution

 believed growth can proceed regardless 
 of planetary conditions

 did little throughout to correct this 
 misinterpretation

 Perhaps the relative newness of the idea of 
 eternal economic growth can give us hope

 need to face a time when ideas of growth 
 and the natural world were intertwined

 the risk of setting off 
 irreversible chain reactions 
 beyond human control

 (1.5 Celsius degree) do not 
 include tipping points, most 
 feedback loops, additional 
 warming hidden by toxic air 
 pollution or the aspects of 
 equity and climate justice

 remaining CO2 budget will be 
 entirely gone within less than 8 
 1/2 years

 THE MANUFACTURING OF 
 GRETA THUNBERG

 "Capitalism operates systematically and 
 structurally like a cage to raise 
 domesticated animals."

 Hiroyuki Hamada

 ACT I
 FOR CONSENT: THE POLITICAL 
 ECONOMY OF THE NON-PROFIT 
 INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

 David JP Phillips, We Don’t Have Time 
 board of directors, “The Magical Science of 
 Storytelling”

 Why you are easily be tricked  Emotional Investment

 The more emotionally invested you are 
 in anything in your life, the less critical 
 and the less objectively observant you 
 become.

 WE DON’T HAVE TIME

 We don’t have time to stop imperialist 
 wars – wars being the greatest 
 contributor to climate change and 
 environmental degradation by far – but 
 we must do so. 

 What is never discussed in regard to the so-
 called “clean energy revolution”

 wholly dependent on “green” imperialism

 all climate-related policies and 
 legislation written by the power elite – 
 for the power elite

 WHAT IS WE DON’T HAVE TIME?

 active in social media, digital advertising 
 and carbon offsets

 founded by its CEO Ingmar Rentzhog

 chair of the think tank Global Utmaning, 
 May 24, 2018  serves on the board of FundedByMe

 a member of Al Gore’s Climate Reality 
 Organization Leaders

 part of the European Climate Policy Task 
 Force

 “Our goal is to become at least 100 
 million users. It is an eighth of all who 
 have climbed on social media."

 rapidly achieve 100 million users 

 attracted 435 investors (74.52% of the 
 company’s shares)

 via the web platform FundedByMe.

 Mårten Thorslund  chief marketing and sustainability officer
 took many of the very first photos of 
 Thunberg following the launch of her 
 school strike 

 David Olsson  chief operating officer of We Don’t Have 
 Time

 first exposure of Thunberg   August 20, 2018

 This 15-year-old Girl Breaks Swedish Law 
 for the Climate

 published August 23, 2018  It’s called marketing and branding.
 This is necessary in order to unlock the 
 trillions of dollars in funding by way of 
 massive public demand.

 Three days after Thunberg's school strike

 cites special youth advisors and trustees
 Greta Thunberg

 Jamie Margolin

 It is vital to keep in mind that social 
 engineering – and massive profit – are 
 the key merits and purpose of this 
 application.

 A rebooting of a stagnant capitalist 
 economy

 needs new markets – new growth – in 
 order to save itself

 What is being created is a  mechanism to 
 unlock approximately 90 trillion dollars 
 for new investments and infrastructure.

 And what are the deciding factors in what 
 behaviours global society should adhere 
 to? 

 WHO DECIDES? 

 “Nobody wants to be bottom of the class.
 ”  Ingmar Retzhog, We Don’t Have Time, 
 December 22, 2017, Nordic Business 
 Insider

 "Our vision is to create a race towards 
 environmental sustainability and CO2 
 neutrality, making it the core priority for 
 businesses, politicians and 
 organizations worldwide.” — Ingmar 
 Retzhog, Acquisition International 
 Magazine Issue 10, 2018 

  CO2 “neutrality” 

 the sale of carbon offsets 
 rationalizing a continuance of the same 
 carbon-based lifestyle by constructing a 
 faux fantasy one

 rather than a drastic reduction of CO2 
 emissions

 the West is in no position to “teach” (
 nudge/engineer) the “correct” value system 
 regarding sustainability to the world

 the biggest polluters on the planet are 
 manufactured into “climate leaders” and 
 “climate heroes”. 

 ACT III

 FOR CONSENT: THE MOST 
 INCONVENIENT TRUTH: 
 “CAPITALISM IS IN DANGER OF 
 FALLING APART”

 Ingmar Rentzhog  Sweden’s #1 Environmental Influencer of 
 the year in 2018  cites Greta Thunberg

 does not mention the assistance his 
 company provided Thunberg (current We 
 Don’t Have Time special youth advisor and 
 trustee)

 Nor does he identify his relationship with 
 Thunberg’s mother, Marlena Ernman

 on May 4, 2018, Rentzhog and Ernman 
 were both featured guests at the Friday 
 opening gala of the climate conference (
 “climate change day”) held from May 4-6 
 in Stockholm, Sweden

 Greta Thunberg  born into privilege and wealth

 mother  Swedish opera singer and celebrity Malena 
 Ernman

 WWF ENVIRONMENTAL HERO OF THE 
 YEAR, 2017

 father  actor Svante Thunberg

 grandfather  actor and director Olof Thunberg

 ancestor on her father’s side  Nobel Prize winner, Svante Arrhenius.  Greta Thunberg: 5 Fast Facts You Need to 
 Know

 his discovery that an increase in 
 atmospheric carbon dioxide increases the 
 Earth’s surface temperature

 That finding led to the conclusion that 
 human-made carbon dioxide emissions 
 cause global warming.”

 “CAPITALISM IS IN DANGER OF FALLING 
 APART”

 Utilizing the power of celebrity to create a 
 sense of urgency in regard to the climate 
 crisis 

 they are the very marketing strategy to 
 save capitalism

 “It’s about an industrial transformation on 
 a scale that we’ve never seen before.” 

 Sharan Burrow, general secretary, 
 International Trade Union Confederation, 
 B Team leader 

 “This is the biggest economic opportunity 
 of our lifetime. This movement has left the 
 station and is never going to stop.” 

 Jean Oelwang, President, Virgin Unite, 
 Senior Partner, The B Team

 AN INCONVENIENT CASE STUDY: M-
 KOPA SOLAR, AFRICA

 M-KOPA

 “We know that it’s important for them to 
 keep their lights on at night, so they can 
 be counted on to keep paying.”

 Chad Larson, M-Kopa’s finance director 
 and its third co-founder

 exploiting the impoverished and 
 vulnerable under the guise of green and 
 “clean energy for all”

 what does the green energy revolution, 
 wholly dependent on the further 
 plundering of the Earth, actually bring to 
 Africa, where more than 600 million 
 people have zero access to electricity and 
 more than 300 million have no clean 
 sanitation?

 the business is actually finance, more than 
 it is providing solar products

 The price of the basic 24-inch television 
 solar kit [2-1][2-2] when financed is an 
 outrageous 644.88 USD

  it’s not “sustainable economies” that our 
 corporate overlords pursue

 A capitalism that is in trouble, must seek 
 out – in order to save itself, new markets   Poor people, poor country

 “The Gates Foundation’s team saw in M-
 KOPA an opportunity to demonstrate 
 that mobile financial services could help 
 businesses get more such valuable 
 products into the hands of a new market 
 of eager consumers: poor people.” 

 “We don’t invest in solar at all. We care 
 about asset-backed lending for the last 
 mile,” says David Rossow, a senior 
 investment officer at the Gates 
 Foundation.

 Banking on the Poor: Using the off-grid 
 solar revolution to unlock credit for low-
 income customers in Africa

 Stanford Social Innovation Review

 The Sanders Institute Gathering

 Participants spoke passionately about 
 Indigenous rights, racism, etc. at the invite 
 only event of predominantly white rich 
 saviours who are presented as the leaders 
 of our only salvation.

 In reality, they are only trying to salvage a 
 system (via reforms) in which they are 
 flourishing. 

 A Year of Swedish Girl Greta 
 Thunberg

 Born in 2003 January

 2011  Realised climate change issue at 8

 After watching the documentary of 
 environmental protection and climate 
 change in the primary school, she felt 
 something inside her body awaken.

 She wondered why such small thing could 
 not be solved by so many countries.

 2014  11 years old, diagnosed as Asperger 
 syndrome, OCD and selective mutism

 Stoped talking and eating

 Greta stopped buying new cloth, be 
 vegetarian, persuaded her parents to do so 
 and stop taking air plane

 Although her mother is a famous opera 
 singer, she gave up the chance of flying to 
 perform in other countries.

 She warned her parents that they are 
 stealing her future

 2018

 May

 She won the prize of a local news paper's 
 writing competition which was about 
 climate change

 Ingmar Rentzhog

 knew her parents in the local climate 
 conference and knew Greta's thought

 He wanted to establish a social media as 
 the Facebook in environmental realm, but 
 was distressed by no investment.

 Co-founder of We Don't Have Time

 August

 She went to Swedish Parliament Building 
 for strike

 Rentzhog was just passing by the 
 parliament building, and just saw Greta 
 though no one with her and talked to her

 Later Rentzhog tweeted her picture on 
 Twitter

 On the first week of Greta's striking, there 
 had 6 newspaper and Sveriges Television 
 interviewed her.

 Rentzhog successfully provoked many 
 comments and then just need some push 
 of social media and public

 The company raised the first round of 
 funds $ 1 million

 December 

 She participated the 24th UN Climate 
 Change Conference in Poland  Key words of her speeches

 15-year-old 

 Justice

 Economic growth

  Sacrifice of civilization

  Luxury for minority 

  Suffer for majority

 Love children

  Steal future 

 No time 

 Act now

  Church of Limhamn

 tweeted an anouncement on Tweeter 
 that "Jesus of Nazareth has now appointed 
 one of his successors, Greta Thunberg."

 Not a lot people took it as truth. 

 "The account was abandoned just days 
 later, signing off with both a defense of 
 the message and an apology for any hurt 
 they’ve caused."

 2019

 April
 Had speech in the meeting at the 
 European Parliament in Strasbourg with 
 MEPs and EU officials

 She called on parliament to reflect on 
 climate change in a “cathedral thinking” 
 according to the fire at Notre Dame de 
 Paris

 Greta has possessed a scale for judge 
 everything, environmental protection

 May  Greta's mother Malena  published the second edition of "Scenes 
 from the Heart"

 said her daughter could see the carbon 
 dioxide in the air with the naked eyes

 The first version of the autobiography was 
 released in August 2018, as Greta had not 
 famous yet and sales were not good.

 June  Graduated from secondary education

 August
 She took 14 days across Atlantic ocean by 
 sailing boat from Plymouth harbour to 
 New York, claimed as zero emission

 This voyage was criticized the sailing boat 
 she took worth millions dollars and there 
 were reporting teams took helicopters and 
 ocean-going ships through whole process

 In addition, the sailing boat will be sent 
 back to Europe by air plane.

 September  United Nations Climate Action Summit 
 2019 in New York

 She socialized with many celebrities like 
 Leonardo, Obama, Klinton and Al Gore

 Leonardo DiCaprio

 Has been an environmentalist for many 
 years. However, he flew from Cannes, 
 France to New York in 2016 to receive the 
 NGO's environmental protection award 
 and fly back to France. Both flights were 
 private jets. 

 In 2014, he took 6 times private jets in 6 
 weeks.

 Arnold Schwarzenegger

 became governor and implemented 
 environmental protection emission 
 reduction plans very hard, but he has been 
 a user of private jets and large 
 displacement luxury cars for many years. 

 Including several trips to China to promote 
 energy saving and emission reduction, all 
 were on luxury business helicopters

 Al Gore

 Clinton-era Vice President

 After failing to run for president in 2000, 
 he focused on environmental protection 
 and publicity. 

 In 2006, he published an environmental 
 secretary and documentary "An 
 Inconvenient Truth: The Planetary 
 Emergency of Global Warming and What 
 We Can Do About It." 

 Won the 2017 Nobel Peace Prize. 

 American media reported in 2017 that his 
 mansion in Nassville, Tennessee, had a 
 monthly electricity consumption of 19,241 
 kilowatt hour in June-July 2016.

 In September 2016, his household 
 electricity consumption was as high as 30,
 993 kilowatt hour.

 In 2016 alone, 66159 kilowatt hour were 
 used to heat his own swimming pool, 
 enough for six American families to use for 
 one year. 

  2016 total electricity bill $ 22,000
  

  Self-proclaimed environmentalists High 
 carbon emitters in practice

 Greta repeatedly mentioned: "Our 
 biosphere is being sacrificed so that rich 
 people in countries like mine can live in 
 luxury. It is the sufferings of the many 
 which pay for the luxuries of the few."

 The most active environmentalists in the 
 West often go to their own opposites

 Her plan was staying in North America for 
 a while and then go to Chile in December 
 for UN Climate Change Conference.

 This conference was originally scheduled 
 at Brazil, but recalled the application due 
 to the interior problem.

 October

 The ticket price of Santiago's underground 
 rose from 800 piaster to 830 piaster in 
 morning and evening rush hour.

 This sparked local protests that quickly 
 expanded into national riots. 

 The conference location emergently 
 changed to Madrid, Spain. 

 Greta also took sailing boat back to 
 Europe, there were a Youtube streamer 
 couple, a British boat driver, her father and 
 herself. 

 From Hampton, Virginia, USA to Lisbon, 
 Portugal.

 The Australian couple on the boat back 
 to Europe used to sailed around the 
 world.

 They just purchased $780,000 of diesel-
 powered yachts this year through video 
 revenue and were ready to continue their 
 global travel plan.

 December

 After arriving in Portugal, a neighbourhood 
 association in Toledo in Toledo, Spain 
 issued an announcement and offered to 
 provide a donkey for Greta to ride from 
 Portugal to Spain.

  They said if Greta agree, they would cover 
 all the cost on the journey. However, Greta 
 and her team did not respond to this.

 Train

 14 posted a picture that seating on the car 
 junction of the German high-speed rail

 15 German Railway responded, the train 
 she took was from Frankfurt to Hamburg, 
 that starting from Zurich and destinating 
 on Kiel, Germany. From Kassel to 
 Hamburg, Greta sited in the first-class 
 compartment.

 Later Greta explained because of the 
 traffic they sat on the floor on 2 different 
 trains

 Another point was a picture showed she 
 did not eat the edge of bread and using 
 disposable goods

 Nominated as Time Person of the Year

 The editor in chief of Time, 
 Edward Felsenthal, thought she is
 "an indignant teenager and a sudden 
 burst of rebellion. It became one of the 
 most unlikely and surely one of the 
 swiftest ascents to global influence in 
 history."

 though she did not enter top five of 
 readers' online voting

 From 11 to 15, the most difficult time

 everyday was entangled by powerlessness 
 and depression

 Swedish students almost do not have 
 pressure of going to a higher education as 
 long as their credit is enough. 

 Therefore, wide range school strikes are 
 possible to occur in this circumstance.

 do not have to be placed as binary 
 opposition, could change the world 

 together

 Wiki  Climate Change

 includes both global warming and its 
 effects, such as changes in precipitation

 Influence

 force the abandonment of many coastal 
 cities

 threatens to diminish crop yields

 extinction or relocation of many species as 
 their ecosystems change,

 Global Warming 
 denotes the mainly human-caused 
 increase in global surface temperatures 
 and its projected continuation

 Influence

 Ecosystem - biosphere

 由于两极冰山崩塌，北欧、南美近极地的地方温
 度会迅速下降，会严重影响当地生态系统

  expansion of drier climatic zones  expension of deserts

 more frequent extreme weather events  harmful effects found on corals, kelp, and 
 seabirds

 ocean acidification  damage to coral reefs, fisheries, protected 
 species,

 Physical environment

 由于海洋温度升高，海水体积膨胀，南极和格陵
 兰的大陆冰川也会加速融化，导致海平面上升，
 会淹没沿海低海拔地区。

 rising sea levels

 The rate of ice loss from glaciers and ice 
 sheets in the Antarctic is a key area of 
 uncertainty since this source could 
 account for 90% of the potential sea level 
 rise.

 Antarctic glacier outlets

 海洋温度升高，水蒸发加快，大量水气被输送进
 入大气，会导致局部地区短时间内降雨量突然升
 高，这样暴雨天气就会导致水灾、山体滑坡、泥
 石流等更加频繁的发生more frequent 
 extreme weather events

 regional changes in precipitation  Abrupt climate change

 Human

 already increased global economic 
 inequality

 The Arctic, Africa, small islands, and Asian 
 megadeltas are regions that are likely to 
 be especially affected by future climate 
 change.

 Food and water

 low-latitude countries  negative

 northern latitudes  maybe

 negative for wheat and maize  increased CO2 levels  grow quicker  less nutritious

 neutral for soy and rice

  South America and Asia, particularly in 
 Africa

 Health and security

 injury and loss of life  extreme weather

 undernutrition

 由于大气温度升高，导致热带传染病向高纬扩散

 Links have been made between a wide 
 range of violent behaviour including fist 
 fights, violent crimes, civil unrest, and wars.

 Physical drivers of recent 
 climate change

 从工业革命开始，二氧化碳的含量急剧增加
 greenhouse gas emissions

 非人为因素  譬如太阳活动、火山活动及温室气体

 温室气体Greenhouse gases产生天然的温室效
 应

 如果没有它，地球温度会比现在低摄氏30度，使
 地球不适合人类居住

 吸收了来自地球发放的（黑体辐射）部分长波的
 红外线辐射。

 Aerosols and soot (volcanos and plankton)

 人为因素

 燃烧化石燃料
 大约四分之三

 Aerosols and soot (human-made 
 pollutants, biofuel and fossil fuel burning)

 土地使用方面Land use change，特别是砍伐森
 林

 植物的光合作用吸收了很大一部分二氧化碳

 海洋也溶解一部分二氧化碳并固定成碳酸钙
 概要但空气中的二氧化碳仍然在急剧增加

 “在过去50年观察得到的大部分暖化
 都是由人类活动所致的”

 Agree

 The Scientific Consensus on Climate 
 Change  Naomi Oreskes

 Policy-makers and the media, particularly 
 in the United States, frequently assert that 
 climate science is highly uncertain.

 Some corporations whose revenues might 
 be adversely affected by controls on 
 carbon dioxide emissions have also 
 alleged major uncertainties in the science

 "[M]ost of the observed warming over the 
 last 50 years is likely to have been due to 
 the increase in greenhouse gas con- 
 centrations”

 J. J. McCarthy et al., Eds., Climate Change 
 2001: Impacts, Adaptation, and 
 Vulnerability (Cambridge Univ. Press, 
 Cambridge, 2001).

 Climate Change Science: An Analysis of 
 Some Key Questions, begins: “Greenhouse 
 gases are accumulating in Earth’s 
 atmosphere as a result of human 
 activities, causing surface air 
 temperatures and subsurface ocean 
 temperatures to rise” [p. 1 in (5)]. 

 National Academy of Sciences Committee 
 on the Science of Climate Change, Climate 
 Change Science: An Analysis of Some Key 
 Questions (National Academy Press, 
 Washington, DC, 2001)

 The 928 papers were divided into six 
 categories

 explicit endorsement of the consensus 
 position

 evaluation of impacts

 mitigation proposals,

 methods

 paleoclimate analysis

 rejection of the consensus position

 75% fell into the first three categories, 
 either explicitly or implicitly accepting 

 the consensus view

 25% dealt with methods or paleoclimate, 
 taking no position on current 
 anthropogenic climate change. 

 Remarkably, none of the papers 
 disagreed with the consensus position.

 This analysis shows that scientists publish- 
 ing in the peer-reviewed literature agree 

 with IPCC

 Many details about climate interactions 
 are not well understood, and there are 
 ample grounds for continued research to 
 provide a better basis for understanding 
 climate dynamics

 Qin Da-he, Luo Yong. The Causes of 
 Global Climate Change and The 
 Tendency of Change in Future 《全球气候
 变化的原因和未来变化趋势》秦大河 罗勇

 "Human activities are very likely the 
 main cause of the global warming in the 
 last 50 years."

 VERY LIKELY (>90%)

 Urban heat Island effect  affecting local temperature, works very 
 little to the global average

 Method of distinguishing human-caused 
 global climate change

 Detection

 Attribution
 Very difficult to discuss the attribution of 
 human and natural factors of climate 
 change below the continental scale.

 The smaller scale, the harder to distinguish 
 the human factors

 based on IPCC's AR4, Climate Change 
 2007: THe Physical Science Basis

 Disagree  除人类活动外的气候问题假说

 全球温度升高仍然属于自然温度变化的范围之
 内。

 全球温度升高是小冰河时期的来临。

 全球温度升高的原因是太阳辐射的变化及云层覆
 盖的调节效果。

 全球温度升高正反映了城市热岛效应。因为很多
 都市都在人口稠密或正在扩张的地区。

 Society and culture

 Political response

 1992 United nations framework 
 Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)

 2005 京都协议书Kyoto Protocol

 2009 Copenhagen Accord  several UNFCCC Parties

 2015 Paris Agreement

 reiterated that developing countries must 
 be financially supported

 aims to keep climate change well below 2 
 °C

 September 2019, national declarations of a 
 climate emergency

 nine countries including the United 
 Kingdom, France and Argentina

 November 2019 the European Parliament 
 declared a "climate and environmental 
 emergency"

  Montreal Protocol

 Public opinion and disputes

 The global warming problem came to 
 international public attention in the late 
 1980s.

 controversy

 American conservative
 warned that concern for global warming 
 was some kind of socialist plot to 
 undermine American capitalism

 disputes regarding the nature, causes, 
 and consequences of global warming

 causes of increased global average air 
 temperature

 whether this warming trend is 
 unprecedented or within normal climatic 
 variations

 whether humankind has contributed 
 significantly to it

 whether the increase is completely or 
 partially an artifact of poor measurements

 Response

 Mitigation

 energy conservation

 increase energy efficiency

 use of low-carbon energy technologies  renewable energy, nuclear energy

 carbon capture and storage

 decarbonizing buildings and transport

 Adaptation  Developing countries  predicted to bear the brunt of the effects 
 of global warming

 In Battle for U.S. Carbon Caps, Eyes and 
 Efforts Focus on China

 By Steven Mufson
 Washington Post Staff Writer
 Wednesday, June 6, 2007

 Some businesses are taking their own 
 steps to influence Chinese behavior -- and 
 polish their own images as "green" 
 companies. 

 Many lawmakers and environmental 
 groups say the best strategy is for the 
 United States to lead by example.

 "Anything we do back toward China will 
 be viewed as hypocritical, like preaching 
 of temperance from a bar stool.”

 Rep. Edward J. Markey (D-Mass.), chairman 
 of the Select Committee on Energy 
 Independence and Global Warming

 Extinction 
 Rebellion

 Does protest work?

 A Harvard study identified the precise 
 reason protests are an effective way to 
 cause political change

 An analysis by economists from Harvard 
 University and Stockholm University finds 
 that protests do in fact have a 
 major influence on politics, just not in the 
 way you might think.

 DO POLITICAL PROTESTS MATTER? 
 EVIDENCE FROM THE TEA PARTY 
 MOVEMENT∗

  the Tea Party

 primarily focused on opposing 
 government spending and tax increases, 
 and held its first major day of protest on 
 April 15, 2009, known as “Tax Day” in the 
 US. 

 every additional attendee at a Tax Day 
 rally led to somewhere between 7 and 14 
 additional votes for the Republican in the 
 next election.

 this was not the result of the actual 
 protest, but of the way it 
 motivated attendees

 It’s challenging to untangle whether a big 
 protest actually caused a change

 a policy was unpopular and the protest is a 
 symptom of that unpopularity

 The researchers found that in places 
 where it rained that day, the turnout was, 
 on average, 60% lower than at other 
 similar locations.

 protest size really does matter

 What Actually Makes A Protest Create 
 Change?

 Jacquelien van Stekelenburg  People protest for many reasons, yet we 
 don’t know how effective protests are

 large-scale protests might get more 
 attention

 when protests get violent, policy-makers 
 become dissuaded from engaging with 
 the protest's goals

 Abhinav Gupta
 Reason, not disruption, is the most 
 effective means of growing a social 
 movement

 getting into the streets isn't necessarily the 
 be-all-end-all; protestors need to do other 
 work to convince the public and relevant 
 organizations that their points are valid.

 creating change via protests is a tricky 
 thing, dependent on a lot of factors both 
 within the protest movement and in the 
 world itself

 Whether or not they thought the protest 
 was a success depended on what they 
 thought "success" actually meant.

 Has Social Media Changed Protests?

 sociologists John D. McCarthy and Clark 
 McPhail wrote in Social Movement Society

 after 1961 protest had changed as a "
 normal part of the political process, its 
 messages seen as a legitimate supplement 
 to voting, petitioning and lobbying efforts."

 Positive  Mark Kersten  Has Social Media Successfully 
 Reinvented Social Activism?

 He advocates for looking at social media 
 as a tool that makes marches easier — 
 not as something that makes them less 
 effective or powerful.

 Negative

 social media  resulted in protest marches that are 
 founded on outrage and anxiety

 Moises Naim  Why Street Protests Don't Work  without much political weight behind 
 them to create change

 "Behind massive street demonstrations, 
 there is rarely a well-oiled and more-
 permanent organization capable of 
 following up on protesters’ demands and 
 undertaking the complex, face-to-face, 
 and dull political work that produces real 
 change in government."

 Dominic Casciani  How social media changed protest

 the news media's ability to create 
 moment-by-moment coverage have 
 fundamentally shifted the way in which 
 we get out onto the streets.

 Why It Often Takes Time To Know 
 Whether A March "Worked"

 marches that we view as "useless" or 
 disruptive now could be seen in years to 
 come as world-shifting, and ones that 
 seem to be changing the course of history 
 could in fact be a damp squib

 Vaclav Klaus  Former Czech president  Blue Planet In Green Shackies

 He believes that the political movement 
 for environmental protection was 
 initially humble, but it gradually became 
 arrogant, ambitious, unscrupulous, and 
 evolved into an argument that was 
 almost irrelevant to nature.

 For example, Al Gore, he regarded this 
 issue as a moral issue and stepping on the 
 top to speak out his words with moral 
 superiority.

 Environmentalists claim to impede human 
 progress with a huge price. 

 The ultimate victims are poor countries 
 and people who are becoming hostages of 
 environmentalists. 

 He mentioned: Only economic 
 development can cope with and solve 
 new ecological problems. 

 We should make effective use of natural 
 resources and protect the living 
 environment, but we should never try to 
 do something to the climate and take a 
 series of measures on the so-called war 
 on climate change. It involves all 
 countries and limits their prosperity, 
 prosperity, and economic growth.

 Wiki

 a loosely networked, decentralised,
  grassroots movement

 On 12 October, XR held a "funeral 
 procession" along Oxford Street which it 
 claimed had 20,000 participants

 George Monbiot  Today, I aim to get arrested. It is the only 
 real power climate protesters have

 ‘Large numbers of people in Somalia, 
 Mozambique, Bangladesh (above), the 
 Caribbean and many other parts of the 
 world are already losing their homes and 
 livelihoods.’

 The victims of climate breakdown have 
 so far been mostly voiceless and invisible 
 to us

 climate chaos is already a bigger cause of 
 forced migration than either poverty or 
 political oppression

 The poor parts of the world are the least 
 responsible for climate disaster but the 
 most likely to suffer its effects. They carry 
 the cost of our consumption.

 Those who confront them have no such 
 power. We cannot buy television channels 
 and newspapers, pour billions into 
 political lobbying or seed dark ads on 
 social media.

 These movements are directly responsible 
 for the declaration of a climate 
 emergency by the UK parliament and 
 many other political bodies. 

 Like other prominent activists, I will be 
 lambasted for hypocrisy: this is now the 
 favoured means of trying to take down 
 climate activists. Yes, we are hypocrites. 
 Because we are embedded in the 
 systems we contest, and life is 
 complicated, no one has ever achieved 
 moral purity.

 The choice we face is not between 
 hypocrisy and purity, but between 
 hypocrisy and cynicism. It is better to 
 strive to do good, and often fail, than not 
 to strive at all.

 Extinction Rebellion is too white, and 
 too middle class. Both charges are true, 
 as the organisers recognise

 they know that they must do more to 
 break down the cultural barriers the 
 movement unconsciously erects, engage 
 with community leaders, and listen to 
 voices that have not been heard.

 Documentary  Before the Flood (2016)

 Michael Brune  Executive Director, Sierra Club

 "Most of our economy is based on fossil 
 fuels, are coals, oils ,and natural gas."

 Ways of getting fossil fuels

 Mountaintop removal

 Oil sands  most destructive

 Deepwater drilling

 Philip Levine  Mayor

 Dr. Michael E. Mann  Distinguished Professor of Atmosphere 
 Science

 Ma Jun

 Population explosion

 Founding Director, Institute of Public & 
 Environmental Affairs

 China is still heavily relying on the fossil 
 fuels, but they seemed to be in the 
 transition to renewable.

 "In the last 35 years, China has been 
 though a massive industrialization and 
 urbanization, and it's growing. China is the 
 factory of the world, manufacturing for all 
 the western countries and much of the 
 pollution of that industry is getting 
 dumped in our backyards."

 Chinese people are worrying when they 
 know the harm of pollution to their 
 families.

 In China, people have concerns about 
 climate change, but first and foremost 
 because their everyday life is affected. 

 The media plays a big role to supervise the 
 factories

 Sunita Narain

 India, world's 3rd largest emission country  Less developed countries with rapid 
 growing populations

 "We cared about climate change, but 
 the fact in our country where the energy 
 access is as much a challenge as climate 
 change. We need to make sure that 
 every Indian has access to energy."

 Access of energy

 30% of households in India still do not 
 have electricity, no lights

 we need to make sure they can afford it  Coal is cheap

 India has world's third or fourth coal 
 storage

 Why they don't use coal to replace 
 bioenergy?

 American government does not play a 
 leading role  over-dependent on fossil fuel  1 American uses the amount of electricity 

 equals to 10 Chinese

 Poor countries and people received the 
 biggest impact of climate change

 They don't have money to prevent

 Relying on farming which directly links to 
 the climate

 Kiribati  Anote Tong  Have to accept the reality, preparing to 
 migration

 Palau  H.E. Tommy E. Remengesau Jr.
 Small island countries have least 
 influence to the environment, but 
 received the heaviest impact

 Jeremy Jackson  PH.D, marine ecologist  ecosystem of the ocean severely affected 
 fishery

 starvation

 In the last 30 years, 50% of all coral has 
 been lost

 Around 1/3 CO2 in the air is absorbed by 
 ocean

 the speed of emission is way faster than 
 absorbability

 Lindsey Allen & Farwiza Farhan  tropical deforestation  Burning the rainforest = exploding CO2 
 bomb

 re-release CO2 into the air

 3 biggest rainforest left in the world

 Amazon

 Indonesia  burn forest for Palm oil planting
 create huge profit for big companies

 nearly every product we buy in the market 
 contains palm oil

 Congo

 Gidon Eshel  Research professor, environmental physics  Changing diet

 Cattle raising is the least efficient use of 
 resources in the world.  Methane come out from cows' chewing  10-20% total US emission is from beef

 47% of land in the US for food production  70% of them for feeding cows

 Gregory Mankiw  Carbon Tax  Tax on any kind of activities  Public's mind can change the 
 government's  they do what people want them to do

 John Kerry  The great influence that we could not see 
 in the past (meeting of Obama and Xi)  

 but the influence of the climate change 
 has occurred

 Climate refuge

 Mexico water war

 Johan Rockström  Professor of Environmental Science

 The temperature kept relatively stable in 
 the last one or two thousand years

 Negative effects of warming

 1 Celsius degree
 abnormal weather

 drought

 2 Celsius degree  death of coral reef

 3-4 Celsius degree
 heatwave

 many places become unlivable 

 Greenland  no snow layer
 cannot reflect sunlight 

 Methane frozen in the ice been re-release 
 into the air

 Climate Conference in Paris  Paris Agreement
 does seen coal tax

 no punishment

 Barack Obama  Most worrying issue  The migration issue when sea level rose
 Ethical conflict

 Resource Scarcity
 threaten the order of the world

 Dr. Piers Sellers

 "Science community have not done the 
 best job of communicating this threat to 
 the public."

 Food and water causes wars

 "Once people come out of the fog of 
 confusion on issue or on uncertainty 
 about issue and realistically appreciated, 
 at some level, the threat, and then 
 informed them what the best action is to 
 deal with it."

 Encyclical Letter, Laudato Si' of The Holy 
 Father Francis on care for our common 
 home

 TAKE ACTION

 Consume Differntly

 What you buy

 What you eat

 How you get your power

 Vote for leaders woh will fight climate 
 change by

 Ending fossil fuel subsides

 Investing in renewables

 Leaving fossil fuels in the ground

 Supporting a price on carbon

 Some governors do not believe human 
 activities are causing climate change

 97% scientists believe in climate change  Fighting with massive disinformation 
 campaign

 3% do not believe

 Big fossil fuel companies finance a very 
 large echo chamber of denying climate 
 change

 They just need to divide the public  Using the short-term profit of fossil fuel to 
 lie to people

 They find people who willing to sell their 
 prudential 

 Senators are bribed to hold back the acts 
 that trying to solve the problem

 They do everything they can to protect 
 their wealth

 Artist Research

 necessary for building a zero carbon world

 Stops

 no empirical evidence for such a decoupling 
 currently happening

 global dimming

 Arguements

 Disproof

 replaced

 ?


